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A father-son hunting trip quickly becomes a struggle for survival. Will the last hunt of the season
become the last hunt of their lives? This is the true story of the January 30, 2021 hunting trip of
Chuck and Josh Quarles and the valuable lessons learned on the Last Hunt.

“Every parent dreads letting children go. Partly, we dread it because we lack a clear roadmap of
how and when to do it. Homesick and Happy changes that. It is a powerful and very accessible
book that helps build maturity and resilience in our children—and also in parents, as well!”—
Michael Gurian, author of The Wonder of Boys and The Wonder of Girls “With a deep
understanding, a great sense of humor, and impeccable resources, Michael Thompson
succeeds brilliantly in generating just a touch of envy in the hearts of all those parents who read
Homesick and Happy . . . for the great fun their kids are going to have.”—Harriet Lowe, editor in
chief, Camping magazine “Thompson pours his heart into these pages, along with his
unsurpassed wisdom about children and their parents. Full of practical advice and unforgettable
anecdotes, this book is an instant classic.”—Edward Hallowell, MD, author of The Childhood
Roots of Adult Happiness “With his usual compassion and warmth, Thompson helps parents let
go of the imagined dangers that feed our anxieties, and avoid the real dangers of holding on to
our children too tightly.”—Lawrence J. Cohen, PhD, author of Playful Parenting “Michael
Thompson is back with a compelling argument for the brawn and bonds that only camp can give
a child. You’ll be signing her up before you make it through the first chapter.”—Rachel Simmons,
former director of Girls Leadership Institute Summer Camp and author of The Curse of the Good
Girl --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorMichael Thompson,
PhD, is the author or co-author of eight books, including the bestselling Raising Cain. A
consulting school psychologist and popular school speaker, he is also a former board member
of the American Camp Association. The father of two, he lives in Arlington, Massachusetts, with
his wife. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.I have worked for a decade as the consultant to a canoe tripping
camp in northern Ontario. After the youngest campers, the eleven-year-old boys and girls,
complete their first five-day canoe trip away from the main camp, they return to home base. The
community holds a campfire in the evening where each child gets to tell his or her story about
the journey. Because most of the older campers and their staff are “out on trip,” there isn’t a huge
audience to listen to the youngsters’ adventures. Nevertheless, after supper everyone walks out
of the dining hall—there are no electric lights indoors—and gathers in a circle by the lakeshore. It
is still daylight at seven o’clock in the evening and the water twinkles in the summer sun. Behind
the assembled crowd are the simple wood cabins. To the right and to the left are the skinned log
frames that cradle the canoes upside-down when they are out of the water, their green canvas



bottoms facing up. It is a simple setting: the lake, the sun, the cabins, the canoes, and this small
gathering of people, not much more.Tradition requires that each staff person describes the
journey his or her section has completed, where they went, on which lakes they paddled, and
the distance of the portages they completed. Standing next to the head counselor is the guide,
who is typically a few years younger, perhaps nineteen instead of twenty-three, and then ten
campers in a ragged line. Some of the children are delighted to be in front of an audience; others
are shy and uncomfortable. The counselors are dressed in the most beat-up outfits imaginable:
ragged jeans and T-shirts are featured. Wearing new outdoor gear is not valued at this camp. A
few are wearing checkered flannel shirts, which signal that they have been at the camp for ten
years. Every head counselor introduces each camper by name and says something personal
about that child, often a wry comment about a personality trait or a klutzy start that ended in a
moment of mastery. Finally, each child gets to tell his or her own story.Without fail, both boys and
girls talk about all the worst stuff that happened to them. A boy will say, “We paddled in the rain
for four hours and when we got to the campsite, we couldn’t light a fire because the wood was so
wet. We had to have a cold dinner.”One eleven-year-old girl described hiking along a portage
with a pack bigger than anything she had ever carried in her life. She stepped into a sphagnum
moss bog and as she struggled to get free, she got slowly sucked in until she was stuck in mud
up to her waist. Her friends had to pull her out, muddy and wet. A second friend had to fish in the
bog to recover her shoe.A boy described being out on the lake when a thunderstorm broke out.
They had to paddle frantically to get to shore, away from the threat of lightning. His group tried to
tie a tarpaulin to four trees to shelter them but the wind was so strong that the tarp kept blowing
away. In any case, the rain had been almost horizontal at that point and there was no way to stay
dry. They slept in semiwet sleeping bags that night.Another boy spoke about the hundreds of
mosquitoes that surrounded his face and attacked his bare arms and legs on a swampy trail. He
was wearing shorts at the campfire that evening and we could see the multitude of red bumps up
and down his legs. (The parent in me wanted to shout, Put on pants! It’s dusk—don’t you know
that’s when the mosquitoes come out?)Summer after summer, as I have listened to these
campfire horror stories, I’ve been struck not by the particular discomforts recounted, but by how
proud and happy these children seemed. They had just completed one of the scariest and most
uncomfortable five-day trips of their lives, yet they looked triumphant, with big smiles, upright
posture, and—from the boys—a bit of arm-pumping and self-congratulation. But this wasn’t
superficial bravado. They didn’t hide their fears from the audience. They talked honestly about
having been scared, having felt overwhelmed, and especially not being sure that they could do
it. The girls often adopted a tone of: “I know this doesn’t sound like a girl thing, but . . .” or “I never
imagined myself in this predicament, but . . .” You could see their identities changing and their
definition of what it meant to be young women expanding in the moment.I am always very proud
of these children. It is impossible not to be. And as I’ve listened, I’ve had two strong and
contradictory thoughts: I wish their parents could see them now, so they could see the
remarkable growth in these children in just five days, and, I’m so glad that their parents aren’t



here. Because I believe that the developmental leaps these children have achieved in a week
would not have taken place if their parents had been present.Wonderful things can happen for
children when they are away from their parents. I am deeply convinced that the presence of
Mom and Dad does not always add value to a child’s every experience. This remains true, in
spite of the fact that this generation of parents, especially college-educated mothers, are
spending more hours with their children than ever before.For years I have been asking
audiences of parents a deceptively simple question: “What was the sweetest moment of your
childhood?” (Before you read on, take ten seconds and answer this for yourself. Don’t dissect
the question; just let your mind wander; a scene will come to mind.) I wait some moments so that
audience members can come up with a memory, then I ask, “Please raise your hands if your
parents were present when that sweetest memory took place.” I have done this with thousands
of people and the result never varies much. Around 20 percent of adults say that their parents
were part of their sweetest memories; approximately 80 percent say that their parents weren’t
there. When audience members turn in their chairs to see the result, they laugh self-consciously.
As parents we’re hoping that what we’re doing is laying a foundation of happy memories for our
children. When we are confronted with the fact that our own best memories of childhood took
place away from our parents, we are a bit confused. That’s a slap in the face to dedicated
parents. Or is it?When I ask individuals who said their parents were present to speak about their
happiest memories, they cite the moments that most parents work pretty hard to create: opening
presents on Christmas morning, cooking Thanksgiving dinner surrounded by relatives, being
together at the beach in the summer, having Mom or Dad read a favorite book at bedtime,
playing cards or Monopoly, a family road trip.When I ask for the sweetest moments without
parents, 80 percent of adults tell variations on a similar story that always have the same four or
five elements: The child is away from adult supervision, out-of-doors, with friends, facing a
challenge and doing something a bit risky. Many people remember being out in the woods,
building a tree house with buddies from the neighborhood. Others recall standing knee-deep in
a stream following a big rainstorm, building a rock dam with friends. A woman remembered
walking eight miles with her friends through an unknown town and along an unknown road after
the mother of one of the girls failed to pick them up.A Canadian colleague of mine remembers
that, at twelve, he and his friends used to walk two hours from home to play at the construction
site for the brand-new campus of Simon Fraser University. They roamed for hours in the
dangerous construction site, playing hide-and-seek and various chase games on unfinished
multistory buildings. Years later, as a young man in his twenties, he attended Simon Fraser as an
undergraduate. He recalled looking out the window of the library and seeing a ledge along which
he had walked when he was a boy when it had been was a newly poured concrete wall, four
stories aboveground. The sight and the memory scared him. What he had done was dangerous.
Now the head of an international school in Africa, it was clear how proud he was of his boyhood
accomplishments, even his risk taking, and how sad he felt that the children in his school no
longer have the freedom to play the way he and his friends did.One Indian woman volunteered



that the sweetest moment of her childhood was when her parents allowed her to take a plane
alone from India to the United States and change planes at Frankfurt Airport on her own. This
was back in the day before airlines began requiring minors to be accompanied. She was nine
years old.The trust and confidence of her parents meant everything to her; she was giddy with
the feelings of independence. When I asked her whether she had ever allowed her children to do
the equivalent, she said yes. She and her husband had allowed their son to make the reverse of
her childhood journey on his own, from America to India . . . at age twelve.When I pointed out
that she had waited three years longer to trust her child than her parents had, she
acknowledged my point, but stated that we live in a scarier world. We can argue about whether
this is true. Rates of violent crime are at historic lows in the United States. However, with the
Internet, continuous online and broadcast news, and social media chatter, bad news travels fast
and far, fueling parents’ sense of constant catastrophic possibility. Naturally, parents feel they
must protect their children more than they themselves were protected. That is the tension at the
heart of this book: When and how do we learn to let go? And why is it so important that we do? --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Last HuntChuck QuarlesCopyright © 2021 Charles L. QuarlesFor my son, Josh, whose strong
efforts helped save my life and whose friendship means more to me than life(Proverbs 23:24)In
every situation and every circumstance of your life, God is always doing a thousand different
things that you cannot see and you do not know.John PiperLast HuntThe final day of duck
season had arrived in our area of North Carolina. It was a crisp 17 degrees Fahrenheit and still
pitch black when my son, Josh, and I began dragging our kayaks across the ground toward the
Tar River. Josh expected the ducks to gravitate toward the river since that would be the only
water that was not frozen solid in these frigid temperatures. He would be right. Since the ground
was covered with frost and ice, the kayaks skid easily, even though mine weighed over a
hundred pounds including the gear that I had on it. When we started down an incline, the kayaks
outran us, and we had to hold tightly to their drag ropes. Ordinarily, it was a struggle to pull them
forward. Today it was a struggle to hold them back, like trying to control a big hound lurching
against its leash after it picked up a scent. The kayaks seemed more eager to get to the river
than I was on this dark, bone-chilling morning. They seemed to know that excitement lay
ahead.Josh was thirty or forty feet ahead of me when he came to the water’s edge. We hadn’t
really reached the river yet. The river had overrun its banks from the last heavy rain, and it was
now surrounded by shallow flood water that stretched about a hundred yards from the normal
edge. We had to wade through that knee-to-waist-high water to reach the river. The layer of ice
on top of the water was so thick that we could not break through it with our legs despite our best
efforts. I was able to break through the ice for just a few feet using my knees as battering rams,
but quickly realized that was a bad idea. The ice might tear our waders. Mine were old and
already had plenty of patches on them. They also had a few scars and deep scratches from
limbs and briars encountered on previous hunts and it would not take much to rip all the way
through the dangerously thin neoprene in those spots. How I dreaded the thought of even a few
drops of the ice-cold water seeping inside the waders. That would surely make for a miserable
hunt.The muddy ground beneath the ice and water was uneven and unpredictable. I stumbled
and almost fell a couple of times and thought for a moment that our hunting trip might come to
an abrupt halt then and there. But I heard a loud crack ahead and when I cast the beam of my
caplight on Josh, I saw that he was breaking up the ice with the butt of his shotgun. I knew he
occasionally used his gun stock as a boat paddle. I didn’t know that it served as a jack hammer
too. “No wonder that gun is so rusted and scratched up,” I thought. “No way that I am gonna treat
my 870 like that.” I kept my fatherly advice to myself this time. But let me say that my shotgun is
immaculate—clean, well-oiled, and without a scratch just like my dad taught me it should be. Or
at least it was before this adventurous trip. On the other hand, I confess my Remington has killed
very few ducks compared to his. So, I guess that maybe a banged-up duck canon comes with
certain braggin’ rights of its own.A couple of times Josh paused and asked, “You OK, Dad!” “You
alright?” My lungs despise cold air. Most of the terrible asthma attacks that I have had in my life,
one so severe that I lost consciousness, have occurred when I was exerting myself in the cold.
He could hear my wheezing already. “I will be fine. I just need to pace myself,” I replied. He



slowed down a bit.A sliver of an orange sun peeked over the horizon about the time that we
reached the river’s edge. The river was flowing unusually fast, and it was not iced over. It was a
welcomed relief to not have to battle the ice anymore. We slipped into our kayaks and paddled
out into the open water. It took me a little longer to crawl onto my kayak than it took Josh. His
kayak is a sit-in kayak which has a low center of gravity and is very stable, perfect for the river
conditions. My kayak is a sit-on-top that has a higher center of gravity and is not nearly as stable.
It is perfect for fishing in a lake. That is, as long as the big boats keep a respectable distance.
Some smart alecks seem to think it is hilarious to roar right past you and watch you fight to stay
upright when the tsunami of their wake strikes your little craft. Strange sense of humor if you ask
me. But I digress. Anyway, a sit-on-top kayak is definitely not designed for waves, and it is also
less than ideal in the flowing and swirling waters of a flooded river. I knew I had to be careful.
Really careful.Josh explained that since the river was flowing so fast, the ducks would likely be
tucked behind piles of brush and deadfalls on the downstream side where they’d have some
protection from the strong current. He was right. The current was carrying the kayaks at a good
little clip. Within minutes, Josh, who was twenty-five yards or so ahead of me, had taken shots at
a few ducks and we retrieved a couple—a nice Mallard drake and a Hooded Merganser. I did not
take any shots at first. Handling a shotgun and a long kayak paddle at the same time is a little
tricky. I quickly discovered that if I was going to get a shot in, I’d have to keep my shotgun in
position with my right arm and then use my left arm to paddle as necessary to keep the kayak
tracking with the current. Soon, I had brought down and retrieved a Hooded Merganser of my
own. We were seeing so many ducks I began to suspect that we just might get our limit.
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Bart Walker, “I wasn’t able to put it down until I finished!. As a family we read the entire book in
one sitting! We cried, laughed and rejoiced together…well written, gripping story of God’s
Providence!”

Justin Craig James, “It will have you on the edge of your seat!. I was not able to put this book
down once I started reading! Chuck shares an unbelievable event that took place with his son
while duck hunting! In the book Chuck shares how close he came to death, yet he did not fear
dying because of Jesus Christ in his life. This book will encourage believers and will speak to
unbelievers about their need for Jesus.”

Shirley D. Powers, “Father & Son day takes perilous turn.. My heart was pounding from the time
Chuck was thrown into the water until he and Josh heard the rescuers calling to them. I highly
recommend Last Hunt!”

G. Robinson, “A gripping adventure that points to how we all need to be rescued!. There's
something profound about knowing the author of a story and hearing him tell it first-hand. Prior to
the writing of this incredible true story, I had the privilege of hearing it told over multiple cups of
coffee. My heart raced then, and it raced again as I read this published version. I love the great
outdoors and I love to hunt. Here masterful storytelling collides with a life lesson that is universal
to us all. Good stories go beyond entertainment. Good stories change people. This father and
son were changed having lived it. And you'll be changed when you "soak it in"!”

Allan Moseley, “Compelling and Well-Written. What an amazing story! People who love the
outdoors will resonate with every word. But more than that, this is an emotional story about
survival, the love of father and son, and surprising providences in harrowing circumstances.
People who read this story will be really glad they did, and it's so interesting they'll probably
repeat it many times to others.”

Robbie, “A gripping story. This is a gripping account of a father son duck hunt that quickly turns
perilous. It is a powerful story that you will not be able to put down. It is nothing short of a divine
intervention that Chuck survived. I highly recommend picking this up.”

RYAN R HUTCHINSON, “You won't be able to put it down. Fascinating read. I opened it to look
at the first few pages and couldn’t stop reading till the end.”

Donny, “Amazing!. This testimony account was compelling, moving, and was extremely powerful!
It had my full attention right from the beginning!”



The book by Michael Thompson has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 14 people have provided feedback.
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